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Fall/Winter - 2012/13 

Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) rules against employer in employee discipline case 

An administrate law judge (ALJ) in Michigan has ruled against an employer in a case 

involving the discipline of an employee who reported a workplace injury.  The 
Communication Workers of American (CWA) filed a discrimination complaint with 
Michigan OSHA (MIOSHA).  

 
Under the Fed-OSHA Fairfax memorandum it “prohibits an employer from discriminating 

against an employee because the employee reports an injury or illness.”  
 
The ALJ ruled that the employee reported a work related injury and received medical 

treatment for that injury and that “Reporting of injury constitutes a protected activity.” 
“Therefore the evidence established a case of discrimination.” 

 
If you report a workplace injury to your supervisor as required by company policy and 
are disciplined for the injury, please notify your shop steward immediately.  There are 

time limits for filing a complaint with the California Department of Industrial Relations 
(DIR). We also remind the membership on the importance of reporting any workplace 

related injury or illness. As we noted in the summer 2012 ground safety report; “Not 
reporting an injury or illness may also affect any workers comp claim that may arise 
from the workplace injury or illness.”    

 
Prototype work platform for accessing pylon work 

Kasi Tkaczyk, Teamsters SFOOV Safety Committeeperson worked with OV management 
and the facilities engineer on the development and design of an Engine Pylon access 

ladder/stand. Currently 2 pylon ladders are being tested by OV mechanics.  For many 
years mechanics did not have a safe way to access the pylon area which put them in an 

awkward working position. Kasi has been diligently working on this project since early 
last year to get OV management to address this situation.   
 
Red Wing shoe truck 2013 visit to the SFO Maintenance Base 

The Red Wing shoe truck schedule for 2013 has been posed on the Union Safety boards 

at the MOC.  Mike Valladares worked with Red Wing to setup the visit schedule for 2013.  
The Red Wing Truck will visit the MOC in February, May, August and October. The flyer is 

also on the Teamsters SFO website.   
http://teamsterssfo.com/items/Shoe_Truck_Poster_United_Airlines_SFO2013.pdf 
 
 

http://teamsterssfo.com/items/Shoe_Truck_Poster_United_Airlines_SFO2013.pdf


Workers Memorial Day - April 28th 

Every year on April 28th Trade Unions recognize Workers Memorial Day. Working people 
throughout the world mourn for the people who were hurt or killed on the job, and renew 

the struggle for safe workplaces. Each year about 4,500 people are killed at work and 
50,000 workers die from occupational diseases while millions more are injured. 

On this Workers’ Memorial Day, we need to join hands to seek stronger safety and 

health protections and better standards and enforcement.  

"Mourn for the Dead, Fight like hell for the Living." - Mary Harris aka Mother Jones 

3M prescription safety glass program 

United for SFO has again renewed the prescription safety glass program with 3M for 

2013. You will need a valid eyewear prescription from your doctor or eye care person to 
get your prescription safety glasses. You can also choose to have a 3M eye care 

professional at one of the authorized location give you an eye exam (extra cost). 

Once you have your prescription you must obtain the 3M order/authorization form.  Your 
supervisor has this form.  You can also obtain the form from your Teamsters SFO Safety 

Committee or at the committee office at the Base.  The latest revision date of the form is 
“Sept 2012.”  The supervisor must sign the form before you take it to one of the 

authorized 3M eye care professional locations.  Go to www.3M.com/safetyrx to find the 
nearest 3M authorized eye care location.  If you decide to upgrade your eyewear 
purchase beyond the company paid option, you will need to pay the difference for the 

upgrade. 

For more information on the program and the process, contact your supervisor or ask 

your Teamsters SFO Safety Committee person for the information.  The information is 
also posted on the Union safety information boards at work. 

 
NIOSH recommends lower limits for chromium exposures 

The National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) are recommending 
lowering the airborne permissible exposure limits (PEL) for Hexavalent Chromium (CrVI). 

Currently the PEL is set at 5µg/m³ (5 micrograms of per cubic meter of air). NIOSH is 
recommending that the airborne exposure PEL is reduced to 0.2 Cr (VI) µg/m³ for an 8-
hour time-weighted average (TWA) exposure, during a 40-hour workweek. 

NIOSH is the Federal agency responsible for conducting research and making 
recommendations for the prevention of occupational illness and injury.   For more 

information on NIOSH’s recommendations, visit their website at: 

http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/2013-128/ 

 

Updated/revised Chemical Resistant Glove Chart 

The SFOMOC chemical resistant glove chart has been updated and revised.  This was a 

joint project through the Union-Management Safety Committee (UMSC).  The previous 
chart was last updated in June 2001.  The new glove chart revision date is: August 2012. 
This revised glove chart is more user friendly than the previous one. The updated chart 

is a stock item and can be ordered using PCN 912-0840.   The chart was printed at a 
Union shop and has a Union bug on it. 

 

 

http://www.3m.com/safetyrx
http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/2013-128/


Bird droppings 

At the MOC we have experienced an increase in bird and other wildlife activity inside and 
outside the buildings. Bird droppings have accumulated on equipment, facilities 

structures and in other locations.  The company has been making an effort to get the 
droppings cleaned up and address this issue of birds and other wildlife inside the hangers 
and buildings. The Company and the Union have reached out to numerous agencies and 

sources for guidance on this problem.   

Unfortunately many other company’s and workplaces have the same situation.  The 

accumulation and build up of bird droppings on surfaces over time becomes a dust like 
material and when disturbed, it does have the potential for health hazards. In order to 
reduce the buildup of bird droppings in the workplace, the Teamsters SFO Safety 

committee requests the membership to please not feed the birds.  If birds know they 
won’t get food easily, they tend to go somewhere else.  Also birds and their dropping can 

present a FOD hazard.  The Company and Union are continuing to look for solutions to 
resolve this issue. 

Ergonomics 

In October 2012, Humantech conducted a three day Ergonomic Skills Training at the 

MOC.  The goal of the training was to have a group of United employees from various 
organizations at the MOC to be able to identify potential ergonomics hazards and develop 
solutions and countermeasures. These countermeasures will be used to eliminate or 

reduce the hazards through the use of engineering controls.  This team of employees 
would become part of an ad-hoc in-house ergonomics team and includes employees from 

the CI group, Facilities Maintenance, OV, Back-Shops, Jet Shop and Stores. 
 

The process to have United management consider the idea of utilizing an ergonomics 
program at the MOC began in late 2008 when the Teamsters SFO Safety Committee 
brought the issue up at the joint Union/Management Safety Committee meeting.  

Between the years 2009 to 2011, the Union and Company had ongoing discussion to try 
and get an ergonomics program. In mid 2011, “Humantech” was selected.   

In late December 2011 Humantech conducted a “RAPID Team Event” at the MOC. The 
acronym RAPID stands for: “Risk And Performance Improvement Deployment.” Its 

purpose is “To make rapid, simple improvements to ergonomic conditions that improve 
the safety, productivity, and quality of life of employees.”  It uses simple, rules-based 
methods to: Find it, Fix it and Check for Success. 

This year in April 2013, Humantech will conduct another three day Ergonomic Skills 

training session like the one in October 2012.  Sub-CO in HOU will receive the same 
three training sometime in April or May.  The end goal is to have a world class ergonomic 
program in place that will significantly reduce or eliminate ergonomic hazards in the 

workplace.  For more information on Humantech visit their website at:  
http://www.humantech.com/ 

 
Safety Training 

The company is in the process of switching all training including that for safety from vhs 
video to Computer Based Training (CBT). Sub-CO has been using CBT for some time.  

For us at sub-UA it’s something new.  While CBT has some advantages, there can also be 
pitfalls and problems. We inquired with the IBT Health and Safety Department on what 
their position is for CBT programs.   

http://www.humantech.com/


The IBT’s believes that “CBT programs can be used as part of an effective safety and 
health training program to satisfy OSHA training requirements, provided that the 

program is supplemented by the opportunity for trainees to ask questions of a qualified 
trainer, and provides trainees with sufficient hands-on experience.”  

The IBT position mirrors that of Fed-OSHA.  In a Fed-OSHA letter of interpretation it 
states that CBT training “can serve as a valuable tool but by itself would not be sufficient 
to meet most of OSHA’s training requirements.”  

The Teamsters SFO safety committee has met with the Tech Ops Safety Manager and 
the Base Safety Manager to discuss CBT programs.  We want to ensure that the 

programs and contents provide the membership with the needed safety training and 
have a qualified trainer available for specific types of training courses.  We also want to 
ensure that where required, “hands-on” practical training is done. 

Additionally, we have informed United that they must have enough computers for 
employees to use that are in good working order. There should also be a room or area 

available away from the shop floor where employees can accomplish training without 
noise or other distractions. 

     

 
 

 
 

 

  
 

 

 

 


